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Excelsior, Inc. provides odor-free toilets without using electricity or scooping up human waste.
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Products

 Portable Eco-friendly Toilet
“Mt. Fuji Toilet"

 Temporary Toilet

“Mt. Fuji Toilet"

Company
Name Excelsior, Inc.

Business
Domain Manufacturing

Location 3-30-2, Wakabayashi, Setagaya
Ward, Tokyo 154-0023, Japan

Established April 15,1997

Company Overview

Excelsior, Inc.

株式会社エクセルシア
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Problems facing our
customers and their needs Our solutions

Remove germs and
eliminate bad odor by
using tablets of “Mt.
Fuji Toilet,” special
defecation treatment
tablets

Setting tablets of “Mt.
Fuji Toilet” in a
temporary toilet box,
you can use it as an
odor-free temporary
toilet with no need of
electricity or scooping
up human waste.

When disaster stops
operations of

infrastructures
(When flush toilets cannot

be used)

For rescue parties working
in the event of disaster; at

the time of outdoor
activities and driving

Also usable as a temporary
toilet without using

electricity or scooping up
human waste
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Usable in any place
as it includes the
poncho for users’
privacy.

Scenes where our solutions are used

Put the tablets
in the plastic
bag before use
of the toilet. Bind the plastic bag after

use of the toilet and
dispose of the bag.

Set up the paper box with the plastic sheet over the top.
Place the tablets in the bottom. Use the poncho while using
the toilet. Please make sure to bind the bag. The tablets
will eliminate odor and harden the waste.

Once processed, the waste becomes odor-free and recyclable as a
material for greening materials used in deserts. It is also possible to
be resolved in soil. Therefore, no waste will be newly generated.
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Problems Facing our Customers, their Needs, and our Solutions

Problems
Facing our
Customers
and their

Needs

 When flush toilets cannot be used
in the event of emergencies

 Where no sewer infrastructures
are built

 When you want to go to the toilet
suddenly during mountain
climbing or driving

Our
Solutions

 Tablets of “Mt. Fuji Toilet”
 Our special defecation treatment

tablets can be used at a toilet cut
from any water supply. Placing the
tablets in a temporary toilet, you can
use the toilet immediately.

• At the time of earthquake disaster, water and sewage systems become
broken, and supply of electricity stops, causing pumps to stop their
operation. As a result, we will not be able to use flush toilets. This will also
be true at the time of water disasters caused by typhoons and tsunami.

• In most developing countries, people use holes they
simply dig  as toilets in rural villages and tourist
destinations.  This situation is posing hygienic and
environmental problems.

[Problems Facing our Customers, their Needs, and our Solutions (Products)]


